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READING THE RUSH 

INTRODUCTION 

Players ability to "Read The Rush" is determined by the following 
factors. 

1) Ability to scan or see the ice. 
2) His mental or thinking skills. 
3) His own and his teammates communication skills. 
4) Individual and team tactical skills. 

Effective reading involves anticipation, timing and quick decision 
making. 

Today we will discuss: 

I Importance of all three zones 
II 2-3-4 principle 
III Principles of play in neutral zone 
IV Backchecking rules 
V Teaching backchecking 
VI Playing specific situations 

VII Defending against "special" offensive tactics 
VIII Conclusion 
IX Drills for Reading the Rush. 

I 	THREE ZONES OF DEFENSE 
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Reading the rush begins with smart checking in the offensive 
zone (zone 1). Your "reads" in this area will determine how 
you play the other two zones. Good "reads" will me an your 
team will not be outnumbered in the critical neutral ice 
zone (zone 2) and will not have to scramble by backchecking 
and chasing the puck. 

Keys to determining your "reads" in zone one are: 

1) Checking inside—out. Protect middle 
2) Loose puck and proximity to puck carrier 
3) Amount of control of puck by player 
4) i shaft rule 
5) Numerical advantage on puck. 

You want your team to be aggressive in this offensive zone 
(zone 1) but 'smart' aggressive. If you do not have success 
here you want to be in position to be strong in neutral ice 
(zone 2). It is in this zone that we will concentrate on 
today. 

The Third zone (zone 3) is your last line of defense. We will 
not discuss defensive systems except for specific situations 
that relate to reading the rush in the neutral zone. 

II 	2-3-4 RULE 

A good rule of thumb for play in the neutral zone is the 
2-3-4 Rule. 

I 0 :is  
— Two men on blue line in first zone of defense. 
— All 3 lanes covered at red line. 
- At your blue line you should have all 3 lanes covered with 

your 4th man. 
Pressuring from behind to prevent drop passes and late men. 
You should have a numerical advantage when puck enters your 
defensive zone (zone 3). 
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III 	PRINCIPLES OF PLAY IN NEUTRAL ICE 

1) Protect The Middle Seam 
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Defensemen when pivoting after taking back ice should 
pivot to middle. Protect middle seam, defend from 
middle of ice out. 

2) One Defenseman in middle lane of ice in all 3 zones. 
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Protect middle of ice. Have one defenseman in middle 
lane of ice in all 3 zones. 

3) Support and Stagger  
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Both with and without puck, defense should play as a tandem. 

With puck, defense should always support partner. Back him 
up by moving into a support position and providing an outlet. 

Without puck, always support by position and by communications. 

4) On offensive side of red line "Lock the Middle"  .1. 
Create numerical advantage by overloading before red line. 
You can force turnover or make it tough for offensive team 
to gain red line to dump puck in. 

5) On defensive side of red line "Pick up Lanes"  

0 4110 

es 
If offensive team has good puck control and is attacking 
in neutral ice (zone 2), all 3 lanes should be filled. 
The forward should try to fill lane away from puck. The 
other two forwards should take wide men or trailing players. 
This allows defense to make a quick and easy read, concentrate 
on puck carrier and prevent offense from taking zone with 
speed. 
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6) Criss-Cross 

  

5 Stay-in-Lane 

  

    

In today's hockey there is a lot changing of lanes on 
the attack. When forwards cross, the defense should 
stay in their lane and switch coverage. This requires 
good communication and good reads. 

If however the cross is executed in tight to net and 
player has a possibility of shooting off the cross, 
then the defenseman closest to puck carrier should 
cross with him to maintain tight gap control. His 
partner will have to jump to check to close gap on 
other attacker. 

IV 	BACK CHECKING RULES. 

1) Locking the Middle  

- Attack the puck carrier up to the center red line. 
Aggressive on the puck. Get to man or puck. 
Defense must be alert for wide wingers. 

2) Selecting Coverage  

- On defensive side of red line the puck carrier 
belongs to defense. The forward picks up the wide 
winger or the late man. Stay close to your man to 
allow an early and correct read by the defense 

- On a 3 on 3 rush - take wide man away from puck. 
On a 2 on 2 rush - look for a late man. Let defense 
take puck carrier "head on a swivel". 

- On a 3 on 2 rush - if unable to catch a man, go hard 
to slot to pick up whichever man drops beck. 

- On a 2 on I rush - if unable to catch a man, go hard 
to net to prevent a "second"scoring chance. 

3) Backchecking Forwards  

- If your man crosses in front of defense, stay in your 
lane and look to pick up another man crossing into 
your lane. You may have to shift over to help defense 
if they are outnumbered in defense zone. 

- If your man cuts behind the defense, stay with him 
until you can release him to the defense and resume 
your position in defensive zone. 
If your man slows down, stay with him. Close the 
gap and maintain your defensive inside positioning. 
If your man flys the zone or stretches the defense, 
communicate with defense and stay with him until 
you release to defense. 
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- The key is to communicate your intentions to the , 
defense. 

4) 	Late Man Coverage  

The first forward back stays deep for 3 on 3 coverage. 
The fourth and fifth men back must take the late men 
on a rush. 

On a 3 on 4 rush - winger on strong side (puck side) 
stays deep with man, other winger stays with man 
until he can hand him over to a defenseman - your 
defense should stay up at blue line in this situation. 

V 	TEACHING BACKCHECKING 

1) Don't chase puck. Let defense have puck carrier. 
Take away receivers. 

2) Establish defensive side positioning on man. Check 
from inside-out position. Rule of thumb •is one 
stick length. 

3) Skate with man. Keep your feet moving. Avoid stick 
penalties (hooking, tripping) 

4) Pick up check early and stay with him. Use your 
body to interfere with him. 

5) "Head on a swivel" be aware of puck position. 
6) Communicate. 
7) Gap control - if man slows stay with him maintain 

body positioning. 
8) If no one in lane you can skate backwards to see 

better. 

VI READING THE RUSH - SPECIFIC SITUATIONS 

In all situations it is important to read through the 
rush. Player has to be able to read the whole ice so 
he can anticipate play. 

1 vs 1 Attack  

Individual Skill: 
Body Position 
- Defensive side - inside shoulder 
- Gap control - stay close, moving at same speed. 
- Force forward to disadvantage, then close. 

Stick Position 

- One hand on stick - free hand pointing. 
- Position to steer or threaten. 
- Elbow cocked. 
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Head-Eye Position 
- Head up - eyes on opponent-not puck. 
- Look through attack - awareness. 

2 vs 1 Attack  

- Positioning 	Stay in middle. 
- Goalie takes shooter - defense responsible for 

pass or rebound. 
Try to force a bad angle shot with stick-body fake. 

- Buy time - try to delay. 

2 vs 2 Attack  
- Defense stay in lane on cuss-crosses 
- Must communicate quickly to counter the effectiveness 

of the cross. 

1 on 2 Attack 

1) As puck carrier approaches, a defender closes gap to 
force puck carrier to make an early decision. 

- Supporting partner can sag and shift in direction 
of the puck. 

2) Off Defender can angle puck carrier high and force. 
Partner can drop back to support and cross to center 
lane. 
- If first defender is beaten, the partner is in 

position to check the puck carrier. 
- This tactic is effective in forcing play in 

offensive half of the ice. 

3 vs 2 Attack 

- Strategy is to stall the attack so a forward can 
get back to help. 

- Play zone-lanes - try not to get too far off to 
sides. 

- On an obvious pass back to a drop man, the opposite 
defense can jump up to cover, however as- a general 
rule, partner takes man driving to net. 

3 on 3 Attack  

- Basic play is to identify a man and stay with him. 
Communication is important. Close gap control 
should be reinforced to prevent defense from backing 
in. 
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VII 	DEFENDING AGAINST "SPECIAL" TACTICS 

1) Drive Skating 

Drive skating is especially effective on a 
defenseman who is flat footed. 
To defend against speed you should: 
Try to maintain tight gap control and inside 
positioning. 
Be moving at same speed as forward. 
Use two hands on stick or free hand to control 
drive skater. 

- Open out to contact drive skater. 
Try not to crossover feet (use heel to heel 
technique) to stay square with drive skater. 

2) Delay Move  
If drive skater pulls up or makes tight turn 

defender should: 
Maintain tight gap control and inside positioning 
Jump to check if puck carrier delays towards 
boards-close gap quickly to prevent a pass or play. 

- Communicate with other defenders so they can take 
away receivers going to net or coming late. 

3) Drive Skate Behind Net  

If player driving to net trys to gain the back of 
the net. 
- Maintain tight gap control and defensive 
- shaft rule - go with him. 
- If not within "i shaft rule" cut in front 

to contain and play 1 on 1 from the fron 

4) Stretch Skaters 

If a player flys the zone or streches out your 
defense. 
- The defender should stay on defensive side. 

If skater goes off side and can't become part of 
attack, defense has to try to close gap on this 
play. 
"Head on a swivel" to locate stretch man and protect 
middle. 

- Communicate with teammates so you don't get double 
coverage. 

of net 
t of net. 

positioning. 
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CONCLUSION 

Reading the rush is a very important element of playing 
good defense. It starts in the defensive zone and carries 
through back to your net. 

You have to have good awareness on the ice. To do 
this you have to see the whole ice. You play the games 
with your eyes. 	Your head is on a swivel. 

You have to be able to think. You have to be able to 
anticipate the play that is coming. 

You have to play as a team. You have to communicate 
your intentions to your teammates. Defensemen have to 
"organize". 

You have to be able to skate. Keep moving, work on 
your individual checking skills. 
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